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60 players in a Medal Competition is an impressive turnout in what turned out to be 
vaguely decent conditions but if anyone tell you that the greens were easy they need to 
offer the rest of us putting lessons. So , it was an impressive performance for Vernon 
DeCruz who , and I am sure he will not mind me pointing out , won his first HWM 
Trophy in winning the Sereyni Salver having made it to the 11th green with  8 shots 
left after completing his round. In 2nd place was Laurie Morse who made it to the 10th 
green. 

In the Net Medal Competition it was a really close run result right until the last group 
came in with Mark Stanley who strolled in with a Net 69.Andrew Harvey , who had 
tee’d off at 08.10 was in the lead until that last 4 ball came in and had to be content 
with a 2nd place finish on Net 71. As with all Medal Competitions there were a number 
of double digit scores spread across the field however the “ Hole of the Day “ has to 
go to our esteemed HWM Captain Steve Downs on the 9th hole took 4 attempts to get 
the ball over the water to finish the hole with quite magnificent score of 15 shots. 
Shame really as the rest of Steve’s round was actually quite good.

HWM Sereyni Salver ( flag competition )

1 Mark Stanley Net 69 £23

2 Andrew Harvey Net 71 £18

3 John Moynihan Net 72 £12

4 Peter Holliday Net 73 £7

Winners for the Glory the Money  (and some well earned HWM Cuts)

HWM triumph in the WGC Winter Midweek Pairs

Martin Brown and Stephen Webb in those rather fetching yellow 
team colours which for the fashionistas among us are the Lacoste 
colours with a yellow crocodile and not green ! Martin and 
Stephen won in the final 3&1 

The Baxter Trophy Sign up NOW  - Wednesday 24th April

Yes , it’s that time of the year so 2 requests - 1. Please sign up on Golf Genius to register for the event 2. 
You  pull out your pinnies and get the rolling pin dusted down as we look for volunteers to bake some cakes 
for the annual Texas Scramble. The HWM provide the cakes for the Half Way House. Please let Dave 
Humphrey know what creations you can offer on davidh@flamen.co.uk.


